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Module 4 - Reflect on this 5 & Case study

INTRODUCTION

This case study concerns Oliver, aged three-years-old (a middle child). At the time of 
writing, Oliver is toilet training/uses nappies. 

Mother’s name: Rebecca. Rebecca has high anxiety and ongoing mental health issues 
(She is on regular medication to help maintain her wellbeing).

Father’s name: Ben - works away from home. He and Rebecca have two more 
children, who live with their father due to circumstances out of her control.

BACKGROUND

Oliver was previously attending another setting. Rebecca was considering moving him 
due to him not being happy or settled. Rebecca also felt that Oliver was being picked 
on by staff and was constantly being given negative remarks regarding his behaviour 
which lead to him spending a lot of time in ‘time out’. A friend of Rebecca’s whom 
had a child already at our setting recommended that she came and had a visit.

On first meeting, it was clear to see that Rebecca was a highly anxious and concerned 
parent. It was also clear to see that she and Oliver had a very strong bond. 
Oliver joined us and we reassured her that we would do our best to support the 
family unit by communicating with her on a regular basis, once at the beginning of a 
session and then at the end to reassure her.  Once Oliver started with us his previous 
setting called me to wish us luck and to celebrate his departure!

Behaviours that we observed: 
Hitting, biting, shouting, swearing, anger, frustration, unable to manage his space 
and others being in it, meltdowns on the floor and throwing toys. This was a child 
who clearly was overwhelmed by his whole environment mentally, physically and 
emotionally. He was also overwhelmed by transitions throughout the day.
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ACTIONS

• We started by building up relationships and trust with Rebecca and Oliver. 

• We had a meeting with Rebecca regarding home life so that we had an insight into 
   what was happening there and how mum and Dad was coping. 

• We carried out lots of observations to establish Oliver’s triggers. 

• Lots of supportive play and nurturing. 

• We spoke about emotions using a lot of expression. 

• We offered Oliver new words to enable him to play with others successfully; we   
   tried our best to set him up for success. It was all about the positive, with abundant 
   praise. 

• We linked with our area Special Educational Needs Coordinator (SENCO), who was 
   already known to Rebecca and Oliver. 

• We had daily professional conversations regarding Oliver and how his was unable to 
   manage his day. This led to us researching ideas together.

After a few weeks of Oliver being with us, we observed him playing and felt that the 
staff were doing everything within their understanding to support him. However, he 
still had difficulty in managing his feelings and was unable to access his environment 
fully to enable his learning and development. 
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ACTIONS (cont)

• We created a personal passport so that all staff could develop a greater 
   understanding of his needs therefore enabling them to support him effectively.

• We continued to have regular communications with the area SENCO.

• We looked at communication friendly spaces. As a result, we changed an area into 
   a neutral zone and quiet space away from the main hub of the busy nursery room. 
   Oliver responded well to this and he started to ask to go there at carpet time.

• We adapted his times at nursery, so that he could better manage his day.

• We talked to the other children openly, helping them to develop an understanding 
   of empathy.

• Oliver used a twiddle and a chewy at challenging times, if he felt this was required. 
   (He was in control of this and could ask for them whenever he needed).
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PROGRESS

Gradually as we began to know Oliver better, and we did more reading and 
research, we became aware that he was really struggling with his sensory response 
to the environment and those within it. This spurred us on to develop a better 
understanding of sensory processing problems and led us to refer Oliver to the 
occupational therapist to seek further support for him. 

During this time, we engaged in CPD concerning neuroscience in early years practice. 
This led us to have a greater understanding of brain development and the importance 
of understanding of neuroscience in supporting child development effectively. We 
continued to adjust the nursery room and paint some walls in lower neutral tones 
allowing for less distraction and better response to the activities. 

We found that as Oliver was becoming more able to use words to express how he felt 
and though seeming explosive in his response to other children was becoming more 
able to say how he was feeling. Oliver then began to be able to express that the lights 
were causing him to feel sad.  

This meant we listened and decided to turn the lights off, this enabled him to function 
better and feel less distressed. We continued to expand on these ideas within the 
room, all enabling Oliver to feel more confident and valued in using his voice. 
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PROGRESS (cont)

The summer term appeared, and he was due to start school in September. We 
worked hard, enabling him to feel settled at nursery and we were able to pre-empt 
most situations where he was going to feel overwhelmed. As part of transition onto 
a school, we held a School Entry Plan meeting, which was full of relevant information 
about Oliver and how they could best support him during this difficult and challenging 
time, which would provide them with a tool kit to support a successful transition. 
Seeing the success within the room, during the holidays we changed the whole setting 
to reflect the communication friendly spaces. 

It has changed the way the whole setting feels with a calmer and more nurturing 
environment that allows for children to feel more able to explore and fully become 
immersed in their play and take forward their ideas.  

Further learning and development has been taken on board by attending a conference 
on neuroscience and mental health, this has enabled the setting to further respond to 
the needs of all the children and is running through the heart of our setting.
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1. Explain two ways that the creation of communication friendly spaces supported  
    Oliver’s emotional wellbeing and language development.
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2. How did listening to Oliver, support this team to best meet his needs? Discuss three 
    examples from the case study.
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3a. How would you explain behaviours such as ‘hitting, biting, shouting, swearing, 
      anger and frustration, in terms of what might be happening in Oliver’s brain during  
      those moments of overwhelming emotion that he is experiencing?

3b. Choose at least three strategies you would adopt, when a child or young adult 
       experiences such intense responses to their environment.
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4. Reflect on the spaces within your provision.
a. Do any ‘problem’ areas exist? Consider the colour of the décor, the amount of 
    physical space available and the presence of clutter, that could be catalysts for 
    children’s responses to their environment. 

b. Discuss with your colleagues, what you can do to make quick and meaningful 
     changes to your environment. (If you are a lecturer, you will need to discuss
     with your students how they will raise these issues and possible strategies, in their 
    respective settings – and how you will monitor the change process).


